A branched covering M -> N of degree d between closed surfaces determines a collection L'D of partitions of d-its "branch data"-corresponding to the set of branch points. The collection of partitions must satisfy certain obvious conditions implied by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula. This paper investigates the extent to which any such finite collection 6D of partitions of d can be realized as the branch data of a suitable branched covering. If N is not the 2-sphere, such data can always be realized. If ''D contains sufficiently many elements compared to d, then it can be realized. And whenever d is nonprime, examples are constructed of nonrealizable data.
The history of the problem goes back to Hurwitz [8] , who essentially showed how to reduce the general question to a problem about realizing partitions by suitable permutations in the symmetric group 2d. To describe this in the case TV is the 2-sphere S2, recall that each element a Eld may be written uniquely as a product « = Yi • • • yr of disjoint cycles (including cycles of length 1 if necessary). Then a determines the partition A = ||a|| = [|y, |,.. . ,|yr|] given by the lengths |y,| of these cycles and one writes a E A. Two elements of 2d are conjugate if and only if they have the same cycle lengths; thus the set of partitions of d, tr(d), is identified with the set of conjugacy classes in 2¿. Now a collection ^ = {Ax,... ,Ak} of partitions of d is the branch data for a connected branched covering of S2 if and only if there exist a,,... ,ak E 2¿ such that a, G A¡, 1 < i < k', and a, • • • ak = 1 and the subgroup (ax,...,ak) of 2d generated by {ctx,...,ak} acts transitively on {l,...,d}. For more details see §2.
It turns out to be a very delicate problem, in general, to decide whether or not there exist such elements in 2¿ for given 6D. There are some easy and well-known necessary conditions, which are here referred to as the Hurwitz ..,Ck} is the branch data for <j>. When x(N) ^ 0 these conditions are actually also sufficient. The proof is rather straightforward and is given in §3. This result is for the most part previously known. The case when TV is orientable is given in Husemoller's thesis [7] . The case when TV is nonorientable was proved by Ezell [5] . Ezell, however, did not distinguish the cases when M can be chosen to be orientable.
Further results stated below require a more detailed study of certain products in 2d, which is given in §4. These results are also proved in §5. The elements of A(4) are realizable with the exception of the sequence of data of the form { [3, 1] , [2, 2] ,... , [2, 2] [2] . No further details will be given here.
As an example of an additional condition, the following result is derived in §6.
Theorem. Let ty 2, and Ai = [a,-,,.. For d a prime this inequality is always satisfied, but for certain rather limited families of data it does provide nontrivial restrictions. See §6.
In conclusion, it should be noted that there is a very close connection between the problem addressed in this paper and the problem of determining the subgroups $ of finite index d in a given Fuchsian group T. If T acts on the complex upper halfplane 77, then passing to quotient spaces yields a branched covering <I>\77 -T\H. If one fixes T, then the subgroups $ of index d correspond to branch data satisfying certain extra conditions. See Singerman [12] and also Edmonds, Ewing and Kulkami [3, 4] . The present authors plan to address in a sequel to this paper the realizability problem from this point of view, emphasizing the fundamental case of three branch points.1 <í>0: M -<t>lB^ -» TV -Bq, an ordinary, connected <7-fold covering space. For given a connected (7-fold covering space \p: P -» TV -F where F C TV is a finite set, covering space theory applied to small circles about the elements of F shows that \p extends to a branched covering M -TV where M is just the end compactification of P, and is a closed, connected surface.
Ifi/>: F->TV -F is a <7-fold covering space, one may fix a base point x0 E TV -F and identify i//"'(.x0) with {1,... ,J}. Lifting loops in TV -F based at x0 then yields a homomorphism 77,(TV -F, x0) -» 2¿. For a loop which runs along a path from x0 to a small circle C about x G F, around the circle, and back to x0 by the same path one obtains a permutation a whose conjugacy class A is the partition associated to x in the corresponding branched covering. The partition A = [a"... ,ar] where i//~'(C) consists of r circles mapped by degrees ax,... ,ar.
Since one knows the fundamental groups of surfaces (see [9] , for example), one may then write down the algebraic conditions for the existence of a connected ¿-fold covering. shows that <j>*wx(N) = wx(M). Then modulo 2
Technical note. The condition that v(<¡>) = 2,v(A¡) = 0mod2 is the analogue in dimension 2 of the unusual relation that U {RP(PU): d¡j is even} -» TV X RF00 bounds for higher-dimensional branched coverings [13, §3] . Here vt, represents the normal bundle of a component of <p~x(B^).
The final result of this section is the statement of a further condition satisfied by an orientable branched covering of a nonorientable surface. By composing 8 with an isotopy of TV if necessary, one may assume that w(x,') = ir(x"). Then w • 8 is a branched covering with branch data 6D. □ Note. While pairs of elements in the branch data of <?: M -» TV may be combined arbitrarily to give the branch data of a branched covering M -» TV, it is false that every refinement of the branch data of a <$>: M -> TV is the branch data for a branched covering M -» TV. See §5.
It should be noted that just TV, the total branching t>, and the orientability of M always determine at least one branched covering. Proof. If y lies in the alternating group v(y) = d -r is even. By Lemma 3.1, y = OT where a and t are ¿-cycles. Now t is conjugate to a~x, so t = ßa'xß'x, so y = aßa~xß~x. Finally a is conjugate to t so y = (ara~x)r = a2(a_lT)2 for some a and a(a~V) = t is a ¿-cycle. D 
.,bs).
We view TJ" as a partition of « symbols {ux,...,un}, one of which occurs in the /-cycle of ß' and otherwise disjoint from the symbols which ß' involves.
By choice t>(TJ") = r and by Lemma 3.1, TJ" can be realized by a product of an «-cycle and an (« -r + 2y')-cycle in the symbols («,,... ,un}. Equivalently there is ß" E TJ" and an «-cycle y such that yß" G [(« -/-+ 2y), 1,..., 1]. We may assume that the ¿-cycle aß' has the form (ux,...,wx,u2,...,w2,...,un,...,wn) and that y = («,,...,«").
Set ß = ß'ß". The product aß = (aß')ß" can then be described as being obtained Remark. Again, in general, it is very difficult to control the sizes of the blocks Uj,..., occurring in aß', so that one has trouble controlling the lengths of the cycles in aß. We shall need a precise result, however, when v(A) + v(B) = ¿mod 2. In each case by Lemma 2.1, there is a branched covering M -* RF2 with branch data 6D. To see that M is nonorientable, note that (ax,.. .,ak) is transitive, so that there is y G (a,,. .. ,ak) with y(/?(l)) = 1. Then yß E 2d_, and wx(yß) = (y^ií/J) = 1 ■(-1)= -1, so that Mis nonorientable by Lemma2.2. D
We now turn to the situation of branched coverings of S2. At the end of this section we address the question of orientable branched coverings of RF2.
If ty = {Ax,...,Ak} is a collection of partitions of 6D we say simply that °D is realizable if °D arises as the branch data of a connected branched covering of S2. By Lemma 2.1 this is equivalent to the existence of representatives a, G A, such that a, ■ ■ ■ ak= 1 and (ax,...,ak) is transitive on {1,.. .,d}. 
Proof. It was observed in §4 that the data (2) is not realizable. That data (1) is not realizable follows from the fact that the permutations in [2, 2] generate the 2-Sylow subgroup of 24 which contains no 3-cycle.
It remains to prove the realizability of the remaining allowable data 6D. The hypotheses imply k > 3; when k -3 it is a consequence of Lemma 4. Remark. The method of proof used for Theorem 5.4 applies to other general families of data 6D= {Ax,...,Ak} as follows. We say that ^ is split table if there is a permutation a of (1,...,/<} and an integer 5 such that 2-=1 v(AaU)) 3* d -1 and 2*=J+1 v(Aa(i)) 3* ¿ -1. One may as well assume a is the identity. Assuming v(ty) = 0mod2, one can then find a, G A¡, 1 < /' < k, such that ax ■ ■ ■ as and as+x ■ ■ ■ ak are both ¿-cycles or both (d -l)-cycles. An appropriate conjugation then shows ^) is realizable.
Remark. The problem of realizing branch data ÜD with u(°D) = 2(¿-1) corresponds to the problem of realizing rational functions CU{oo}->CU{oo} with prescribed multiplicities for the zeros and poles. The problem of realizing polynomial maps of degree ¿, C -> C, with prescribed multiplicities for its zeros corresponds to the problem of realizing data "D with v(fy) = 2(¿ -1) such that ÜD contains [¿] . As we have seen the latter realizability problem has a complete affirmative solution. Thorn in [14] gives another solution for this special case. The number t of components of M is at most the cardinahty of <j>~x(y), y E <j>^B^, and so r, i^min 2 gcd(aiBI,a/B).
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Putting together these facts yields the following theorem. It was already shown in §5 that <î> is realizable when x -r. D Remark. In this particular example the pullback cf>: M -S2 has exactly two branch points, which must therefore have the same type. One can then conclude x = r simply by determining the corresponding partitions using Lemma 6.1, without actually checking the inequality of Theorem 6.3.
The inequality of Theorem 6.3 seems to apply to very few examples. In Table 1 Table 1 Theorem 6.3 has a purely algebraic interpretation about doubly transitive subgroups of the symmetric group. Compare [6, 10] . Proof. The existence of a,,... ,ak implies the existence of a branched covering 4>: M -» S2, as described in §2. The first assertion then is just the Hurwitz condition. The hypothesis that (a,,...,ar) is doubly transitive corresponds to the geometric assertion that the pullback M has exactly two components. Assuming 2/-(a,) = 2(¿-1), one is the diagonal copy of M = S2, and the other arises from the transitive action on pairs of elements in {1,...,¿}. 
